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Abstract. In this paper we consider databases representing information about moving objects (e.g. vehicles), particularly their location. We
address the problems of updating and querying such databases. Specifically, the update problem is to determine when the location of a moving
object in the database (namely its database location) should be updated.
We answer this question by proposing an information cost model that
captures uncertainty, deviation, and communication. Then we analyze
dead-reckoning policies, namely policies that update the database location whenever the distance between the actual location and the database
location exceeds a given threshold, x. Dead-reckoning is the prevalent
approach in military applications, and our cost model enables us to determine the threshold x. Then we consider the problem of processing
range queries in the database, and we propose a probabilistic algorithm
to solve the problem.

1
1.1

Introduction
Background

Consider a database that represents information about moving objects and their
location. For example, for a database representing the location of taxi-cabs a
typical query may be: retrieve the free cabs that are currently within 1 mile of
33 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago (to pick-up a customer); or for a trucking company
database a typical query may be: retrieve the trucks that are currently within 1
mile of truck ABT312 (which needs assistance); or for a database representing
the current location of objects in a battlefield a typical query may be: retrieve the
friendly helicopters that are in a given region, or, retrieve the friendly helicopters
that are expected to enter the region within the next 10 minutes. The queries
may originate from the moving objects, or from stationary users. We will refer
to the above applications as MOtion-Database (MOD) applications or movingobjects-database applications. In the military, MOD applications arise in the
context of the digital battlefield (see [13,12]), and in the civilian industry they
arise in transportation systems.
Catriel Beeri, Peter Buneman (Eds.): ICDT’99, LNCS 1540, pp. 169–186, 1998.
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Currently, MOD applications are being developed in an ad hoc fashion.
Database management system (DBMS) technology provides a potential foundation for MOD applications, however, DBMS’s are currently not used for this
purpose. The reason is that there is a critical set of capabilities that have to be
integrated, adapted, and built on top of existing DBMS’s in order to support
moving objects databases. The added capabilities include, among other things,
support for spatial and temporal information, support for rapidly changing real
time data, new indexing methods, and imprecision management. The objective
of our Databases fOr MovINg Objects (DOMINO) project is to build an envelope
containing these capabilities on top of existing DBMS’s.
In this paper we address the imprecision problem. The location of a moving
object is inherently imprecise because, regardless of the policy used to update
the database location of a moving object (i.e. the object-location stored in the
database), the database location cannot always be identical to the actual location
of the object. There may be several location update policies, for example, the
location is updated every x time units. In this paper we address dead-reckoning
policies, namely policies that update the database whenever the distance between
the actual location of a moving object m and its database location exceeds a
given threshold h, say 1 mile. This means that the DBMS will answer a query
”what is the current location of m?” by an answer A: ”the current location
is (x,y) with a deviation of at most 1 mile”. Dead-reckoning is the prevalent
approach in military applications.
One of the main issues addressed in this paper is how to determine the update
threshold h in dead-reckoning policies. This threshold determines the location
imprecision, which encompasses two related but different concepts, namely deviation and uncertainty. The deviation of a moving object m at a particular point
in time t is the distance between m’s actual location at time t, and its database
location at time t. For the answer A above, the deviation is the distance between the actual location of m and (x,y). On the other hand, the uncertainty
of a moving object m at a particular point in time t is the size of the area in
which the object can possibly be. For the answer A above, the uncertainty is
the area of a circle with radius 1 mile. The deviation has a cost (or penalty) in
terms of incorrect decision making, and so does the uncertainty. The deviation
(resp. uncertainty) cost is proportional to the size of the deviation (resp. uncertainty). The ratio between the costs of an uncertainty unit and a deviation unit
depends on the interpretation of an answer such as A above, as will be explained
in section 3.
In MOD applications the database updates are usually generated by the
moving objects themselves. Each moving object is equipped with a Geographic
Positioning System (GPS), and it updates its database location using a wireless
network (e.g ARDIS, RAM Mobile Data Co., IRIDIUM, etc.). This introduces a
third information cost component, namely communication. For example, RAM
Mobile Data Co. charges a minimum of 4 cents per message, with the exact cost
depending on the size of the message. Furthermore, there is a tradeoff between
communication and imprecision in the sense that the higher the communication
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cost the lower the imprecision and vice versa. In this paper we propose a model
of the information cost in moving objects databases, which captures imprecision
and communication. The tradeoff is captured in the model by the relative costs
of an uncertainty unit, a deviation unit, and a communication unit.
1.2

Location Update Policies

Consider an object m moving along a prespecified route. We model the database
location of m by storing in the database m’s starting time, starting location, and
a prediction of future locations of the object. In this paper the prediction is given
as the speed v of the object. Thus the database location of m can be computed
by the DBMS at any subsequent point in time. 1 This method of modeling the
database location was originally introduced in [5,6] via the concept of a dynamic
attribute; the method is modified here in order to handle uncertainty. The actual
location of a moving object m deviates from its database location due to the fact
that m does not travel at the constant speed v.
A dead-reckoning update policy for m dictates that there is a database-update
threshold th, i.e. a deviation for which m should send a location/speed update to
the database. (Note that at any point in time, since m knows its actual location
and its database location, it can compute its current deviation. ) Speed deadreckoning 2 (sdr) is a dead-reckoning policy in which the threshold th is fixed for
the duration of the trip.
In this paper we introduce another dead-reckoning update policy, called adaptive dead reckoning(adr). Adr provides with each update a new threshold th that
is computed using a cost based approach. th minimizes the total information cost
per time unit until the next update. The total information cost consists of the
update cost, the deviation cost, and the uncertainty cost. In order to minimize
the total information cost per time unit between now and the next update, the
moving object m has to estimate when the next update will occur, i.e. when the
deviation will reach the threshold. Thus, at location update time, in order to
compute the new threshold, adr predicts the future behavior of the deviation.
The thresholds differ from update to update because the predicted behavior of
the deviation is different.
A problem common to both sdr and adr is that the moving object may be
disconnected from the network. In other words, although the DBMS ”thinks”
that updates are not generated since the deviation does not exceed the update threshold, the actual reason is that the moving object is disconnected. To
cope with this problem we introduce a third policy, “disconnection detecting
1

2

Our simulation experiments show that, even when the speed fluctuates sharply, this
temporal technique reduces the number of updates to 15% of the number used by
the traditional, nontemporal method in which the database simply stores the latest
known location for each object; this saves 85% of the location-updates overhead.
We use the term speed dead-reckoning to contrast it with the plain dead-reckoning
(pdr) policy in which the database location is fixed until it is explicitly updated by
the moving object; namely, pdr does not use dynamic attributes.
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dead-reckoning (dtdr)”. The policy avoids the regular process of checking for
disconnection by trying to communicate with the moving object, thus increasing the load on the low bandwidth wireless channel. Instead, it uses a novel
technique that decreases the uncertainty threshold for disconnection detection.
Thus, in dtdr the threshold continuously decreases as the time interval since the
last location update increases. It has a value K during the first time unit after
the update, it has value K/2 during the second time unit after the update, it
has value K/3 during the third time unit, etc. Thus, if the object is connected,
it is increasingly likely that it will generate an update. Conversely, if the moving
object does not generate an update, as the time interval since the last update
increases it is increasingly likely that the moving object is disconnected. The
dtdr policy computes the K that minimizes the total information cost, i.e. the
sum of the update cost, the deviation cost, and the uncertainty cost.
To contrast the three policies, observe that for sdr the threshold is fixed for all
location updates. For adr the threshold is fixed between each pair of consecutive
updates, but it may change from pair to pair. For dtdr the threshold decreases
as the period of time between a pair of consecutive updates increases.
We compared by simulation the three policies introduced in this paper. Our
simulations indicate that adr is superior to sdr in the sense that it has a lower or
equal information cost for every value of the update-unit cost, uncertainty-unit
cost, and deviation-unit cost. Adr is superior to dtdr in the same sense; the difference between the costs of the two policies quantifies the cost of disconnection
detection. For some parameters combinations the information cost of sdr is six
times as high as that of adr.
Finally, an additional contribution of this paper is a probabilistic model and
an algorithm for query processing in motion databases. In our model the location
of the moving object is a random variable, and at any point in time the database
location and the uncertainty are used to determine a density function for this
variable. Based on this model we developed an algorithm that processes range
queries such as Q=‘retrieve the moving objects that are currently inside a given
region R’. The answer to Q is a set of objects, each of which is associated with
the probability that currently the object is inside R.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the
data model and discuss location attributes of moving objects. In section 3 we
discuss the information cost of a trip, and in section 4 we introduce our approach
to cost optimization. In section 5 we describe the three location update policies.
In section 6 we present our approach to probabilistic query processing. In section
7 we discuss relevant work, and in the last section we summarize our results.

2

The Data Model

In this section we define the main concepts used in this paper. A database is a set
of object-classes. An object-class is a set of attributes. Some object-classes are
designated as spatial. Each spatial object class is either a point-class, a line-class,
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or a polygon-class in two-dimensional space (all our concepts and results can be
extended to three-dimensional space).
Point object classes are either mobile or stationary. A point object class O
has a location attribute L. If the object class is stationary, its location attribute
has two sub-attributes L.x, and L.y, representing the x and y coordinates of the
object. If the object class is mobile, its location attribute has six sub-attributes,
L.route, L.startlocation, L.starttime, L.direction, L.speed, and L.uncertainty.
The semantics of the sub-attributes are as follows. L.route is (the pointer
to) a line spatial object indicating the route on which an object in the class O
is moving. Although we assume that the objects move along predefined routes,
our results can be extended to free movement in space (e.g. by aircraft). We will
comment on that option in the last paragraph of this section. L.startlocation is
a point on L.route; it is the location of the moving object at time L.starttime.
In other words, L.starttime is the time when the moving object was at location L.startlocation. We assume that whenever a moving object updates its L
attribute it updates the L.startlocation subattribute; thus at any point in time
L.starttime is also the time of the last location-update. We assume in this paper
that the database updates are instantaneous, i.e. valid- and transaction- times
(see [11]) are equal. Therefore, L.starttime is the time at which the update
occurred in the real world system being modeled, and also the time when the
database installs the update. L.direction is a binary indicator having a value 0 or
1 (these values may correspond to north-south, or east-west, or the two endpoints
of the route). L.speed is a function that represents the predicted future locations
of the object. It gives the distance of the moving object from L.startlocation as
a function of the number t of time units elapsed since the last location-update,
namely since L.starttime. The function has the value 0 when t = 0. In its simplest form (which is the only form we consider in this extended abstract) L.speed
represents a constant speed v, i.e. the distance is v · t. 3 L.uncertainty is either a
constant, or a function of the number t of time units elapsed since L.starttime.
It represents the threshold on the location deviation (the deviation is formally
defined at the end of this section); when the deviation reaches the threshold, the
moving object sends a location update message. Observe that the uncertainty
may change automatically as the time elapsed since L.starttime increases; this
is indeed the case for the dtdr policy.
We define the route-distance between two points on a given route to be the
distance along the route between the two points. We assume that it is straightforward to compute the route-distance between two points, and the point at a given
route-distance from another point. The database location of a moving object at
a given point in time is defined as follows. At time L.starttime the database
location is L.startlocation; the database location at time A.starttime + t is the
3

Another possibility for representing future locations is a sequence of speeds, i.e., the
object will move at speed v1 until time t1 , at speed v2 until time t2 , etc. Such a future
plan is typical of, for example, a vehicle that expects various traffic conditions; or a
package that first travels by truck, then by plane, then waits (speed 0) for another
truck loading, etc.
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point (x,y) which is at route-distance L.speed · t from the point L.startlocation.
Intuitively, the database location of a moving object m at a given time point t is
the location of m as far as the DBMS knows; it is the location that is returned by
the DBMS in response to a query entered at time t that retrieves m’s location.
Such a query also returns the uncertainty at time t, i.e. it returns an answer of
the form: m is on L.route at most L.uncertainty ahead of or behind (x,y).
Since between two consecutive location updates the moving object does not
travel at exactly the speed L.speed, the actual location of the moving object
deviates from its database location. Formally, for a moving object, the deviation
d at a point in time t, denoted d(t), is the route-distance between the moving
object’s actual location at time t and its database location at time t. The deviation is always nonnegative. At any point in time the moving object knows its
current location, and it also knows all the subattributes of its location attribute.
Therefore at any point in time the (computer onboard the) moving object can
compute the current deviation. Observe that at time L.starttime the deviation
is zero.
At the beginning of the trip the moving object updates all the sub-attributes
of its location attribute. Subsequently, the moving object periodically updates
its current location and speed stored in the database. Specifically, a location
update is a message sent by the moving object to the database to update some
or all the sub-attributes of its location attribute. The moving object sends the
location update when the deviation exceeds the L.uncertainty threshold, or
when the moving object changes route or direction. The location update message
contains at least the values for L.speed and L.startlocation. Obviously, other
subattributes can also be updated. The subattribute L.starttime is written by
the DBMS whenever it installs a location update; it denotes the time when the
installation is done.
Before concluding this section we would like to point out that the results
of this paper hold for free-movement modeling, i.e. for objects that move freely
in space (e.g. aircraft) rather than on routes. In this case L.route is an infinite
straight line (e.g. 60 degrees from the starting point) rather than a line-object
stored in the database. Then there are two possibilities of modeling the uncertainty. The first is identical to the one described above, i.e. the uncertainty is
a segment on the infinite line representing the route. In this case every change
of direction constitutes a change of route, thus necessitating a location update.
The second possibility is to redefine the deviation to be the Euclidean distance
between the database location and the actual location, and to remove the requirement that the object updates the database whenever it changes routes.
In this case L.uncertainty defines a circle around the database location, and
a query that retrieves the location of a moving object m returns an answer of
the form: m is within a circle having a radius of at most L.uncertainty from
(x,y). Observe that the second possibility of modeling uncertainty necessitates
less location updates, but the answer to a query is less informative since the
uncertainty is given in two dimensional space rather than one-dimensional.
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The Information Cost of a Trip

In this section we define the information cost model for a trip taken by a moving
object m, and we discuss information cost optimality.
At each point in time during the trip the moving object has a deviation and
an uncertainty, each of which carries a penalty. Additionally the moving object
sends location update messages. Thus the information cost of a trip consists of
the cost of deviation, cost of communication, and cost of uncertainty.
Now we define the deviation cost. Observe first that the cost of the deviation
depends both on the size of the deviation and on the length of time for which it
persists. It depends on the size of the deviation since decision-making is clearly
affected by it. To see that it depends on the length of time for which the deviation
persists, suppose that there is one query per time unit that retrieves the location
of a moving object m. Then, if the deviation persists for two time units its
cost will be twice the cost of the deviation that persists for a single time unit;
the reason is that two queries (instead of one) will pay the deviation penalty.
Formally, for a moving object m the cost of the deviation between two time
points t1 and t2 is given by the deviation cost function, denoted COSTd (t1 , t2 );
it is a function of two variables that maps the deviation between the time points
t1 and t2 into a nonnegative number. In this paper we take the penalty for each
unit of deviation during a unit of time to be one (1). Then, the cost of the
deviation between two time points t1 and t2 is:
Z

t2

COSTd (t1 , t2 ) =

d(t)dt

(1)

t1

The update cost, denoted C1 , is a nonnegative number representing the cost
of a location-update message sent from the moving object to the database. This
is the cost of the resources (i.e. bandwidth and computation) consumed by the
update. The update cost may differ from one moving object to another, and
it may vary even for a single moving object during a trip, due for example, to
changing availability of bandwidth. The update cost must be given in the same
units as the deviation cost. In particular, if the update cost is C1 it means the
ratio between the update cost and the cost of a unit of deviation per unit of
time (which is one) is C1 . It also means that the moving object (or the system)
is willing to use 1/C1 messages in order to reduce the deviation by one during
one unit of time.
Now we define the uncertainty cost. Observe that, as for the deviation, the
cost of the uncertainty depends both, on the size of the uncertainty and on the
length of time for which it persists. Formally, for a moving object m the cost of
the uncertainty between two time points t1 and t2 is given by the uncertainty
cost function, denoted COSTu (t1 , t2 ); it is a function of two variables that maps
the uncertainty between the time points t1 and t2 into a nonnegative number.
Define the uncertainty unit cost to be the penalty for each unit of uncertainty
during a unit of time, and denote it by C2 . Then, the cost of the uncertainty of
m between two time points t1 and t2 is:
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Z

t2

COSTu (t1 , t2 ) =

C2 u(t)dt

(2)

t1

where u(t) is the value of the L.uncertainty subattribute as a function of time.
The uncertainty unit cost C2 is the ratio between the cost of a unit of uncertainty and the cost of a unit of deviation. Consider an answer returned by the
DBMS: ”the current location of the moving object m is (x,y), with a deviation
of at most u units”. C2 should be set higher than 1 if the uncertainty in such
an answer is more important than the deviation, and lower than 1 otherwise.
Observe that in a dead-reckoning update policy each update message establishes
a new uncertainty which is not necessarily lower than the previous one. Thus
communication reduces the deviation but not necessarily the uncertainty.
Now we are ready to define the information cost of a trip taken by a moving
object m. Let t1 and t2 be the time-stamps of two consecutive location update
messages. Then the information cost in the interval [t1 , t2 ) is:
COSTI [t1 , t2 ) = C1 + COSTd [t1 , t2 ) + COSTu [t1 , t2 )

(3)

Observe that COSTI [t1 , t2 ) includes the message cost at time t1 but not
the cost of the one at time t2 . Observe also that each location update message
writes the actual current location of m in the database, thus it reduces the
deviation to zero. The total information cost of a trip is computed by summing
up COSTI [t1 , t2 ) for every pair of consecutive update points t1 and t2 . Formally,
let the time points of the update messages sent by m be t1 , t2 , ..., tk . Furthermore,
let 0 be the time point when the trip started and tk+1 the time point when the
trip ended. Then the total information cost of a trip is
COSTI = COSTd [0, t1 ) + COSTu [0, t1 ) +

k
X

COSTI [ti , ti+1 )

(4)

i=1

4

Cost Based Optimization for Dead Reckoning Policies

As mentioned in the introduction, a dead-reckoning update policy for a moving
object m dictates that at any point in time there is a database-update threshold
th, of which both the DBMS and m are aware. When the deviation of m reaches
th, m sends to the database an update consisting of the current location, the
predicted speed, and the new deviation threshold K. The objective of the dead
reckoning policies that we introduce in this paper is to set K (which the DBMS
installs in the L.uncertainty subattribute), such that the total information cost
is minimized. Intuitively, this is done as follows. First, m predicts the future
behavior of the deviation. Based on this prediction, the average cost per time
time unit between now and the next update is obtained as a a function f of the
new threshold K. Then K is set to minimize f 4 . It is important to observe that
4

Let us observe that the proposed method of optimizing the new threshold K is
not unique. We have devised other methods which are omitted from this extended
abstract. A performance comparison among these methods is the subject of future
work.
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we optimize the average cost per time unit rather than simply the total cost
between the two time points; clearly, the total cost increases as the time interval
until the next update increases.
The next theorem establishes the optimal value K for L.uncertainty under
the assumption that the deviation between two consecutive updates is a linear
function of time.
Theorem 1: Denote the update cost by C1 , and the uncertainty unit cost by
C2 . Assume that for a moving object two consecutive location updates occur at
time points t1 and t2 . Assume further that between t1 and t2 , the deviation d(t) is
given by the function a(t − t1 ) where t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 and a is some positive constant;
the total
and L.uncertainty is fixed at K throughout the interval (t1 , t2 ). Then q
information cost per time unit between t1 and t2 is minimized if K =

2

2aC1
2C2 +1 .

The implication of theorem 1 is the following. Suppose that a moving object m is currently at time point t1 , i.e. its deviation has reached the uncertainty threshold L.uncertainty. Now m needs to compute a new value for
L.uncertainty and send it in the location update message. Suppose further that
m predicts that following the update the deviation will behave as the linear
function a(t − t1 ), and in the update message it has to set the uncertainty
threshold L.uncertainty to a value that will remain fixed until the next update.
Then,qin order to optimize the information cost, m should set the threshold to
K=

2aC1
2C2 +1 .

Next assume that, in order to detect disconnection, one is interested in a
dead-reckoning policy in which the uncertainty threshold L.uncertainty continuously decreases between updates. Particularly, we consider a particular type of
decrease, that we call fractional decrease; other types exist, but we found this
one convenient. Let K be a constant. If the uncertainty threshold L.uncertainty
decreases fractionally starting with K, then during the first time unit after a
location update u its value is K, during the second time unit after u its value
is K/2, during the third time unit after u its value is K/3, etc., until the next
update (which establishes a new K).
Theorem 2: Assume that for a moving object two consecutive location
updates occur at time points t1 and t2 . Assume further that between t1 and
t2 , the deviation d(t) is given by the function a(t − t1 ) where t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
and a is some positive constant; and in the time interval (t1 , t2 ) L.uncertainty
decreases fractionally starting with a constant K. Then the total information
cost per time unit between t1 and t2 is given by the following function of K.
C1 + 12 K+C2 K(1+ 12 + 13 +...+ √1 )
K
a
√K
.2
f (K) =
a

Similarly to theorem 1, the implication of theorem 2 is the following. Suppose
that a moving object is currently at time point t1 , i.e. it is about to send a location update message, and it can predict that following the update the deviation
will behave as the linear function a(t − t1 ), and in the update message it sets the
uncertainty threshold L.uncertainty to a fractionally decreasing value starting
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with K. Then in order to optimize the information cost it should set K to the
value that minimizes the function of theorem 2.

5

The Location Update Policies and Their Performance

In this section we describe and motivate three location update policies. Then we
report on their comparison by simulation.
The speed dead-reckoning (sdr) policy. At the beginning of the trip the
moving object m sends to the DBMS an uncertainty threshold that is selected
in an ad hoc fashion, it is stored in L.uncertainty, and it remains fixed for the
duration of the trip. The object m updates the database whenever the deviation exceeds L.uncertainty; the update simply includes the current location and
current speed. 5 2
The adaptive dead reckoning (adr) policy. At the beginning of the
trip the moving object m sends to the DBMS an initial deviation threshold th1
selected arbitrarily. Then m starts tracking the deviation. When the deviation
reaches th1 , the moving object sends an update message to the database. The
update consists of the current speed, current location, and a new threshold th2
that the DBMS should install in the L.uncertainty subattribute. th2 is computed
as follows. Denote by t1 the number of time units from the beginning of the trip
until the deviation reaches th1 for the first time, by I1 the cost of the deviation
(which is computed using
q equation 1) during the same time interval, and let

2a1 C1
1
. Then th2 is
a1 = 2I
1+2C2 (remember, C1 is the update cost, C2 is the
t21
unit-uncertainty cost). When the deviation
reaches th2 , a similar update is sent,
q

2a2 C1
2
, where a2 = 2I
(I2 is the cost of
except that the new threshold th3 is 1+2C
t22
2
the deviation from the first update to second update, t2 is the number of time
units elapsed since the first location update). Since a2 may be different than a1 ,
th2 may be different than th3 . When th3 is reached the object will send another
update containing th4 (which is computed in a similar fashion), and so on. 2
The mathematical motivation for adr is based on theorem 1 in a straightforward way. Namely, at each update time point pi adr simply sets the next
threshold in a way that optimizes the information cost per time unit (according
to theorem 1), assuming that the deviation following time pi will behave as the
i
t, where t is the number of time units after
following linear function: d(t) = 2I
t2i
pi , and ti is the number of time units between the immediately preceding update
and the current one (at time pi ), and Ii the cost of the deviation during the same
time interval. The reason for this prediction of the future deviation is as follows.
Adr approximates the current deviation, i.e. the deviation from the time of the
5

Sdr can also use another speed, for example, the average speed since the last update,
or the average speed since the beginning of the trip, or a speed that is predicted based
on knowledge of the terrain. This comment holds for the other policies discussed in
this section.
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immediately preceding update to time pi , by a linear function6 (see [14]) with
i
t. Observe that at time pi this linear function has the same deviation
slope 2I
t2
i

cost (namely Ii ) as the actual current deviation 7 . Based on the locality principle,
adr predicts that after the update at time pi , the deviation will behave according
to the same approximation function.
The disconnection detection dead reckoning (dtdr) policy. At the
beginning of the trip the moving object m sends to the DBMS an initial deviation threshold th1 selected arbitrarily. The moving objects sets the uncertainty
threshold L.uncertainty to a fractionally decreasing value starting with th1 .
That is, during the first time unit the uncertainty threshold is th1 ; during the
second time unit period it is th21 , and so on. Then it starts tracking the deviation.
At time t1 when the deviation reaches the current uncertainty threshold, namely
th1
t1 , the moving object sends a location update message to the database. The
update consists of the current speed, current location, and a new threshold th2
to be installed in the L.uncertainty subattribute.
th2 is computed using the function f (K) of theorem 2. Since f (K) uses
the slope a of the future deviation, we first estimate the future deviation as
in the adr case, as follows. Denote by I1 the cost of the deviation (which is
1
.
computed using equation 1) since the beginning of the trip, and let a1 = 2I
t21
Now, observe that f (K) does not have a q
closed form formula. Thus we first
1
1
1
p
approximate the sum 2 + 3 +...+ K by ln( aK ) (since lnn is an approximation
a1

1

for the nth harmonic number).
Thus the approximation function for f (K) is
pK
C1 + K
+C
K(ln(
)+1)
2
2
a1
pK
. The derivative of g(K) is zero when K is the
g(K) =
a1

solution to the following equation.
ln(K) =

d1
− d2
K

(5)

1
1
where in the equation, d1 = 2C
C2 and d2 = C2 + 4 − ln(a1 ). We find a numerical
solution to this equation using the Newton Raphson method. The solution is
the new threshold th2 , and the moving object sets the uncertainty threshold
L.uncertainty to a fractionally decreasing value starting with th2 .
After t2 time units, when the deviation reaches the current uncertainty
2
threshold, namely th
t2 , a location update containing th3 is sent. th3 is computed as above, except that a new slope (as in adr) a2 is used; and I2 is the
cost of the deviation during the previous t2 time units. The process continues
until the end of the trip. That is, at each update time point, dtdr determines the
next optimal threshold by the constants C1 , C2 , and the slope ai of the current
deviation approximation function. 2
6
7

More powerful, nonlinear approximation functions have been considered, but their
discussion is omitted from this extended abstract.
In this sense we are using a simple linear regression, but instead of the common least
squares method we employ an equal sums method that is more appropriate for our
cost function.
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We compared by simulation the three policies introduced in this paper namely
adr, dtdr, and sdr. The parameters of the simulation are the following. The
update-unit cost, namely the cost of a location-update message; the uncertaintyunit cost, namely the cost of a unit of uncertainty; deviation-unit cost, namely
the cost of a unit of deviation; a speed curve, namely a function that for a
period of time gives the speed of the moving object at any point in time. The
comparison is done by quantifying the total information cost of each policy for
a large number of combinations of the parameters. For space considerations we
omit the detailed results of the simulations. The main conclusions are: 1. adr is
superior to sdr in the sense that it has a lower or equal information cost for every
value of the update-unit cost, uncertainty-unit cost, and deviation-unit cost; for
some parameter combinations the information cost of sdr is six times as high as
that of adr. 2. adr is superior to dtdr in the same sense; the difference between
the costs of the two policies quantifies the cost of disconnection detection.

6

Querying with Uncertainty

In this section we present a probabilistic method for specifying and processing
range queries about motion databases. For example, a typical query might be
“Retrieve all objects o which are within the region R”. Since there is an uncertainty about the location of the various objects at any time, we may not be able
to answer the above query with absolute certainty. Instead, our query processing
algorithm outputs a set of pairs of the form (o, p) where o is an object and p is
the probability that the object is in region R at time t; actually, the algorithm
retrieves only those pairs for which p is greater than some minimum value. Note
that here we are using probability as a measure of certainty.
As indicated, we assume that all the objects are traveling on routes. Since the
actual location is not exactly known, we assume that the location of an object
o on its route at time t is a random variable [3]. We let fo (x) denote the density
function of this random variable. More specifically, for small values of dx, fo (x)dx
denotes the probability that o is at some point in the interval [x, x+ dx] at time t
(actually, fo is a function of x and t; however we omit this as t is understood from
the context). The mean mo of the above random variable is given by the database
location of o (this equals o.L.startlocation + o.L.speed(t − o.L.starttime); see
section 2).
Now we discuss some possible candidates for the density functions fo . Many
natural processes tend to behave according to the normal density function. Let
Nm,σ (x) denote a normal density function with mean m and standard deviation
σ. We can adopt the normal density functions follows. We take the mean m
to be equal to mo given in the previous paragraph. Next we relate the standard deviation to the uncertainty of the object location. We do this by setting
σ = 1c (o.L.uncertainty) where c > 0 is constant. In this case, the probability
that the object is within a distance of o.L.uncertainty (i.e. within a distance
of cσ) from the location mo will be higher for higher values of c; for example,
this probability will be equal to .68,.95 and .997 for values of c equal to 1,2 and
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3 respectively (see [3]). The value of c is a function of the update policy used,
the reliability of the network, the time since the last update and the ratio between uncertainty and deviation unit costs. Whatever may be the value c, there
is still a non-zero probability p that the object is at a distance greater than
o.L.uncertainty from the the mean mo ; we can interpret this probability to be
the probability that there is a disconnection. An alternative is to make p zero.
This can be done by modifying the normal distribution to be a bounded normal distribution. This is done by conditioning that the object is within distance
o.L.uncertainty from mo . More specifically, we first use the normal distribution as above by choosing an appropriate c. Then we compute the probability
q that the object is within a distance of o.L.uncertainty from mo . Define the
density function fo (x) to be equal to 1q Nmo ,σ (x) for values of x within the interval [(mo − o.L.uncertainty), (mo + o.L.uncertainty)] and to be zero for other
values of x.
A range query on motion databases is of the following form:
RETRIEVE o FROM Moving-objects WHERE C.
Here the condition part C is a disjunction of clauses where each clause is a
conjunction of two conditions C1 and C2 ; C1 only refers to the static attributes
of the objects (such as ’type’, ’color’ etc.) and is called the static part; C2 depends
upon the location attributes and is called the dynamic part of the condition (if
C is not in this form then we can convert it into disjunctive normal form; in the
resulting condition each disjunct can be separated into two parts— the static
part and the dynamic part). To process such a query, we process each disjunct as
a separate query and take the union. Now we describe a method to process query
whose condition part is a conjunction of the static and dynamic parts C1 and
C2 respectively (one can envision other possible methods). Using the underlying
database management system we execute the query whose condition part is only
C1 . The set of objects thus retrieved are processed against the condition C2 and
appropriate probability values are calculated as follows.
We assume that the dynamic part of the query condition is formed by using
atomic predicates inside(o, R), within distance(o, R, d) and boolean connectives
∧ (“and”) and ¬ (“not”)(note that ∨ , i.e. the “or” operator, can be defined using
∧ and ¬). In the atomic predicate inside(o, R), o is an object variable and R is
the name of a region. An object o1 satisfies this predicate at time t if its location
lies within the region R. The predicate within distance(o, R, d) is satisfied by
an object o1 traveling on route r1 if the location of o1 is within distance d of the
region R (here the distance is measured along the route, i.e. the route distance).
The following is an example query.
RETRIEVE o FROM Moving-objects WHERE o.type =
0
ambulance0 ∧inside(o, R)
Consider an object o1 traveling on route r1 . We assume that the route r1 intersects the region R at different places, and certain segments of the route
are in the region R; each such segment is given by an interval [u, v] (where
u ≤ v). For the route r1 , we let Inside Int(r1 , R) denote the set of all such
intervals. Clearly, object o1 is in region R at time t, if its location at t lies within
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any of the intervals belonging to Inside Int(r1 , R). Using the set of intervals
Inside Int(r1 , R), we can easily compute another set of intervals on route r1 ,
denoted by W ithin Int(r1 , R, d), such that every point belonging to any of these
intervals is within distance d of region R.
Now consider a condition q formed using the above atomic predicates and
using the boolean connectives. We assume that q has only one free object variable
o. Now we describe a procedure for evaluation of this condition against a set of
objects. The satisfaction of this condition by an object o1 traveling on route r1
at time t only depends on the location of the object at time t. We first compute
the set of all such points. We say that a point x on the route r1 satisfies the
query q, if an object o1 at location x satisfies q. By a simple induction on the
length of q, it is easily seen that the set of points on route r1 that satisfy q
is given by a collection of disjoint intervals (if q is an atomic predicate then
this is trivially the case as indicated earlier; if q is a conjunction q1 and q2 the
resulting set of intervals for q is obtained by taking pairwise intersection of an
interval belonging to that of q1 and another belonging to that of q2 etc.). We let
Int(r1 , q) denote this set of intervals. A simple algorithm for computing this set
is given below. The probability that o1 satisfies q at time t equals the probability
that the current location of o1 lies within any of the intervals in Int(r1 , q). Let
{I1 , I2 , ..., Ik } be all the intervals in Int(r1 , q). Since all the intervals in Int(r1 , q)
are disjoint, it is the case that for any two distinct intervals Ii and Ij the events
indicating that o1 is inside the interval Ii ( resp., inside Ij ) are independent.
Hence, the probability that o1 satisfies q is equal to the sum, over all intervals I
in Int(r1 , q), of the probability that o1 is in the interval I.
Theorem 3: For a query q and route r1 , let {I1 , ..., Ii , ..., Ik } be all the
intervals in Int(r1 , q) where Ii = [ui , vi ]. Then, the probability that object o1
Rv
P
traveling on route r1 satisfies q at time t is given by ki=1 uii fo1 (x)dx. 2
For the route r1 , the set of intervals Int(r1 , q) is computed inductively on
the structure of q as follows.
q is an atomic predicate: If q is inside(o, R), Int(r1 , q) is the same as
Inside Int(r1 , R) and this is obtained directly from the database, possibly using a spatial indexing scheme. If q is within distance(o, R, d) then
Int(r1 , q) is same as W ithin Int(r1 , R, d), and this can be computed directly from Inside Int(r1 , R). The list of intervals Int(r1 , R) is output in
sorted order.
q = q1 ∧ q2 : First we compute the lists Int(r1 , q1 ) and Int(r1 , q2 ). After this, we
take an interval I1 from the first list and an interval I2 from the second list,
and output the interval I1 ∩I2 (if it is non-empty); the set of all such intervals
will be the output. Since the original two lists are sorted, the above procedure
can be implemented by a modified merge algorithm. The complexity of this
procedure is proportional to the sum of the two input lists.
q = ¬q1 : First we compute Int(r1 , q1 ). We assume that the length of the route
r1 is l1 ; thus the set of all points on r1 is given by the single interval [0, l1 ].
The set of all points on r1 that satisfy q is the complement of the set of points
that satisfy q1 where this complement is taken with respect to all the points
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on the route; clearly, this set of points is a collection of disjoint intervals. Now,
it is fairly straightforward to see how the sorted list of intervals in Int(r1 , q)
can be computed from Int(r1 , q1 ); the complexity of such a procedure is
simply linear in the number of intervals in Int(r1 , q1 ).
If L1 , L2 , ..., Lk are the lists of intervals corresponding to the atomic predicates appearing in q and l is the sum of the lengths of these lists, and m is the
length of q then it can be shown that the complexity of the above procedure is
O(lm).
Now consider the query
RETRIEVE o FROM Moving-objects WHERE C1 ∧ C2
where C1 , C2 , respectively, are the static and the dynamic parts of the condition.
The overall algorithm for processing the query is as follows.
1. Using the underlying database process the following query.
RETRIEVE o FROM Moving-objects WHERE C1 .
Let O be the set of objects retrieved.
2. Using the underlying database retrieve the set of routes R on which the
objects in O are traveling.
3. For each atomic predicate p appearing in C2 and for each route r1 in R,
retrieve the list of intervals Int(r1 , p). This is achieved by using any spatial
indexing scheme.
4. Using the algorithm presented earlier, for each route r1 , compute the list of
intervals Int(r1 , q).
5. For each route r1 and for each object o1 traveling on r1 , compute the probability that it satisfies q using the formula given in theorem 3.

7

Relevant Work

One research area to which this paper is related is uncertainty and incomplete
information in databases (see for example [9,1] for surveys). However, as far as
we know this area has so far addressed complementary issues to the ones in
this paper. Our current work on location update policies addresses the question:
what uncertainty to initially associate with the location of each moving object.
In contrast, existing works are concerned with management and reasoning with
uncertainty, after such uncertainty is introduced in the database. Our probabilistic query processing approach is also concerned with this problem. However,
our uncertainty processing problem is combined with a temporal-spatial aspect
that has not been studied previously as far as we know.
Our problem is also related to mobile computing, particularly works on location management in the cellular architecture. These works address the following
problem. When calling or sending a message to a mobile user, the network infrastructure must locate the cell in which the user is currently located. The network
uses the location database that gives the current cell of each mobile user. The
record is updated when the user moves from one cell to another, and it is read
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when the user is called. Existing works on location management (see, for example, [15,4,7]) address the problem of allocating and distributing the location
database such that the lookup time and update overhead are minimized. Location management in the cellular architecture can be viewed as addressing the
problem of providing uncertainty bounds for each mobile user. The geographic
bounds of the cell constitute the uncertainty bounds for the user. Uncertainty
at the cell-granularity is sufficient for the purpose of calling a mobile user or
sending him/her a message. When it is also sufficient for MOD applications, the
location database can be sold by wireless communication vendors to mobile fleet
operators. However, often uncertainty at the cell granularity is insufficient. For
example, in satellite networks the diameter of a cell ranges from hundreds to
thousands of miles.
Another relevant research area is constraint databases (see [8] for a survey). In
this sense, our location attributes can be viewed as a constraint, or a generalized
tuple, such that the tuples satisfying the constraint are considered to be in the
database. Constraint databases have been separately applied to the temporal
(see [2]) domain, and to the spatial domain (see [10]). Constraint databases can
be used as a framework in which to implement the proposed update policies and
query processing algorithm.
Finally, the present paper extends the work on which we initially reported
in [5,6] in two important ways. First, in this paper we introduce a quantitative
new probabilistic model and method of processing range queries. In contrast,
in previous works we took a qualitative approach in the form of ”may” and
”must” semantics of queries. Second, in this paper we introduce uncertainty as a
separate concept from deviation. The previous work on update policies (i.e. [6])
is not equipped to distinguish between uncertainty and deviation. Consequently,
The location update policies discussed in this paper are different in two respects
from the update policies in [6]. First, they take uncertainty into consideration
when determining when to send a location update message. Second they are dead
reckoning policies; namely they provide the uncertainty, i.e. the bound on the
deviation, with each location update message. In contrast, the [6] policies are not
dead reckoning in the sense that the moving object does not update its location
when the deviation reaches some threshold; the update time-point depends on
the overall behavior of the deviation since the last update. Our simulation results
indicate that the [6] policies are inferior to adr (and often to dtdr as well) when
the uncertainty cost is taken into consideration, and this inferiority increases as
the cost per unit of uncertainty increases.

8

Conclusion

In this paper we considered dead-reckoning policies for updating the database
location of moving objects, and the processing of range queries for motion
database. When using a dead-reckoning policy, a moving object equipped with
a Geographic Positioning System periodically sends an update of its database
location and provides an uncertainty threshold th. The threshold indicates that
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the object will send another update when the deviation, namely the distance
between the database location and the actual location, exceeds th.
Dead-reckoning policies imply that the DBMS answers a query about the location of an object m by: ”the current location of m is (x,y) with a deviation of
at most th”. When making decisions based on such an answer, there is a cost in
terms of the deviation of m from (x,y), and in terms of the uncertainty about its
location. These costs should be balanced against the cost (in terms of wireless
bandwidth, and update processing) of sending location update messages. We
introduced a cost model that captures the tradeoffs between communication,
uncertainty and deviation by assigning costs to an uncertainty unit, a deviation
unit, and a communication unit. We explained that these costs should be determined by answering questions such as: how many messages is the system willing
to utilize in order to reduce the deviation by one unit during a unit of time? Is
a unit of uncertainty more important than a unit of deviation, or vice versa?
Then we introduced two dead-reckoning policies, adaptive dead-reckoning
(adr), and disconnection detection dead-reckoning (dtdr). Both adjust the uncertainty threshold at each update to the current motion (or speed) pattern.
This pattern is captured by the concept of the predicted deviation. The difference between the two policies is that dtdr uses a novel technique for disconnection
detection in mobile computing, namely decreasing uncertainty threshold. Intuitively, the technique postulates that the probability of communication should
increase as the period of time since the last communication increases. Thus, the
probability of the object being disconnected increases as the period of time since
the last update increases. Dtdr demonstrates the use of this technique.
Then we reported on the development of a simulation testbed for evaluation
of location update policies. We used it in order the compare the information cost
of adr, dtdr, and speed dead-reckoning (sdr) in which the uncertainty threshold
is arbitrary and fixed. The result of the comparison is that adr is superior to the
other policies in the sense that it has a lower information cost. Actually, it may
have an information cost which is six times lower than that of sdr. We quantified
the disconnection detection cost as the difference between the cost of dtdr and
that of adr. We also determined that when taking uncertainty into consideration,
the information costs of adr and dtdr are lower than that of non-dead-reckoning
policies which we developed previously.
Finally, an additional contribution of this paper is a probabilistic model and
an algorithm for query processing in motion databases. In our model the location
of the moving object is a random variable, and at any point in time the database
location and the uncertainty are used to determine a density function for this
variable. Then we developed an algorithm that processes range queries such as
‘retrieve the moving objects that are currently inside a given polygon P’. The
answer is a set of objects, each of which is associated with the probability that
currently the object is inside P.
Now consider the following variant of the location update problem. In some
cases MOD applications may not be interested in the location of moving objects at any point in time, but in their arrival time at the destination. Assume
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that the database arrival information is given by “The object is estimated to
arrive at destination X at time t, with an uncertainty of U ”. In other words, t
is the database estimated-arrival-time8 (eat) and we assume that at any point
in time before arrival at destination X, the moving object can compute the
actual eat9 , t0 . The difference between t and t0 is the deviation, and the uncertainty U denotes the bound on the deviation of the eat; the object will send an
eat update message when the deviation reaches U . In this variant, the motion
database update problem is to determine when a moving object should update
its database estimated-arrival-time. The results that we developed in this paper
for the location update problem carry over verbatim to the eat update problem.
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